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The Russian Knight Riders
at the Aero India

Rudra handed over to Indian Army

T

he first indigenously built Weapon
System Integrated (WSI) helicopterRudra (ALH WSI Mk-IV) was handed
over to Indian Army by Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) at the Aeroshow 2013.
Rudra is the Mk-IV variant of Advanced Light
Helicopter designed and manufactured by HAL.
The helicopter is fitted with weapons, targeting
systems, warning and counter measure systems
and survivability features.
HAL Chairman Dr R K Tyagi handed over the
helicopter to Deputy Army Chief Lt General
Narendra Singh.
Tyagi told reporters that handing over of the
Rudra was a symbol of defence preparedness
and assured HAL’s commitment towards all the
projects of Indian Army.
Singh said Rudra, true to its name is a modern
helicopter with state-of-the-art weaponary.
“This combat platform will help Indian Army
to march ahead towards victory for the future
battles fought, if any,” he added.
HAL Managing Director (Helicopter Complex)
P Soundara Rajan handed over the documents
of the helicopter to Singh on the occasion.Rudra
is a weaponised platform catering to attack
roles with self-defense capability, Singh said.
The helicopter is fitted with three sighting

Dr R K Tyagi, Chairman, HAL with Deputy Chief of Army Staff (DCOAS) Lt Gen Narendra
Singh and Shri P Soundara Rajan, Managing Director of HAL’s (Helicopter Complex)
during the handing over of Rudra to Army.
systems either, Electro Optic Pod, Helmet
Mounted Sight and Fixed Sight, he said.
A 20 mm Turret Gun is fitted in the nose
of the helicopter and the combination of
70 mm Rockets, Air-To-Air-Missiles and Anti
Tank Guided Missiles can be fitted on the four
weapon stations, Singh said.

The warning and counter measures include
Radar Laser Missile Warning Systems and Flare
Chaff Dispensers, he said.
The helicopter has growth potential for
additional systems like Obstacle Avoidance
System, IR Jammer, Data Link and others, Singh
added.

MiG Corp. to
showcase Real vision
simulator at Aero
India

T

he Russian MiG Corporation has show-cased
for the first time in India its new system,
which provides a 3D visualization of the
combat aircraft’s beyond-the-cockpit environment.
It is baptized ‘Real vision simulator’ and may be a
part and parcel of the STBP-29 special simulator of
combat use, which is destined for training of pilots of
the MiG-29 family a/c.
Developers make a special stress on the Real
vision simulator’s special application for training
of pilots of MiG-29K/KUB ship-borne fighters,
who are supposed to undertake more complex
missions in comparison with their colleagues from
the Air Force. The MiG Corp. specialists say that the
simulator’s application is not limited exclusively by
training purposes. It is being used for research in
development and fine-tuning of the aircraft and its
systems.
Previous simulators imitate an environment in quite
a precise manner, but without the 3D effect. As a
result, pilots face difficulties in precise assessing a real
distance up to objects being viewed and their sizes,
what is of a key importance at the accomplishment of
specific flying missions like in-group flying in a tight
row, in-flight refueling, landing on aircraft carrier.
The Real vision simulator makes up a stereoscopic
picture of the aerial environment and of the
underlying surface by use of controlled computers
and special glasses. Specialists, who got experienced
the simulator, say that both an instructor and a pilot
have got an absolute illusion of a real flight. Stereo

effect is being provided at a distance 0.1 metre up
to 100 metre from the pilot’s eyes, what is enough
for assessing and working out in-flight refueling,
in-row flights, taxiing operations on an a/c carrier’s
deck. It is crucial importance that while making a
landing, the pilot gets a height’s visual impressions.
The simulator’s centre-piece is its cock-pit, which
corresponds to one of the real a/c.
The instructor’s panel and different sorts of
support equipment make possible to form up for
a crew different tasks in varied environments (a
time, weather conditions, wind’s fluctuations, an
air-strip’s or a desk’s status). All results of researches
and trainings are being fixed and stocked in the
simulator’s data base.
MIG Corp. has been developing the Real vision
simulator for a number of years in the team-up with
the Moscow Aviation Institute, the leading Russian
high education center. Its model was firstly showcased in 2011. That time it was suited only for the
in-flight refueling regime. But even then, it was
highly appraised by many pilots, who opined that
the 3D visualization system had proved its efficiency
in simulating flights on short ranges, like flights in
a tight row and in-flight refueling. 3D visualization
assists a pilot in adequate assessment of flight’s
conditions and distances. This system could be of a
real help in training process as well.
At AERO INDIA 2013 air show, MiG Corporation
showcases the Real vision simulator in its series
production version, capable to imitate practically all
sorts of flying regimes on MiG-29K/KUB fighters.
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Deal to procure Rafale
planes top priority: Browne

T

he deal for procuring 126 French-made Rafale multi-role combat aircraft is the
highest priority for the Indian Air Force (IAF) against the backdrop of a cut in the
defence budget, Air Chief Marshal N A K Browne said.
The IAF chief said the contract negotiations for the deal were going on track and that
it was expected to be finalised by the middle of this year. “The deal for procuring 126
multi-role combat aircraft is highest priority for us,” he told a press conference at the
Aero India show here.
He listed the procurement of additional six C-130J Super Hercules aircraft, 22 Apache
attack helicopters and 15 Chinook helicopters as the other priority areas for the force.
The IAF chief was asked to list his force’s priorities in terms of procurement in view of the
defence ministry directive in this regard in the wake of the budget-cut decision.
The ministry has asked the three services to first procure only those equipment which
have a direct bearing on their operational preparedness.
Asked about the role of certain companies in the aircraft deal, he said, “The OEM
(original equipment manufacturer) has full right to select partners if he wants to supply
kits to the IAF. The IAF or the government has no issues with it.”
Browne made it clear that the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) would be lead
integrator of the project. On the IAF’s plans to have more than 300-400 aircraft in the
next ten years, he said this would include the 126 Rafale combat planes and several
types of transport aircraft and helicopters which would be inducted in 10 to 12 years.

IRKUT eyes to sell Yak-130
combat trainer aircraft to IAF

T

he Russian aircraft company
IRKUT Corporation will support
all the upgradation of the
Sukhoi 30 MKI, including the Super
Sukhoi programme, according to
Mr Borodich Vitaly, Chief and Vice
President of the company’s Military
Projects.
He also said IRKUT wants to include
India in the MC-21 Civil Aircraft
programme.
The MC-21 is a regional passenger
aircraft developed by IRKUT.
“Best price, lower operational cost
and superior passenger comfort are
the main features of MC-21 family”,
IRKUT officials said.
The main advantage of MC-21 in
comparison with existing airliners is
its ability to provide an airline with
US$ 4-5 million of additional profit annually, company officials said, adding, this is mainly
because of 12-15 per cent lower operational cost.
The speed of MC-21 is two per cent higher than one of its competitors, which decreases
the flying time and increases the operational efficiency. The company has chosen for
MC-21 a fuselage, which is considerably wider than those of existing planes.
India and Russia have already signed an agreement to undertake a project to
integrate BrahMos Missiles in Sukhoi project, and Russian engineers are working on this
programme. Except for a few flight trials, all other major testing and flight trials will be
held in India with Russian assistance.
IRKUT is also keen to sell its combat trainer aircraft Yak-130 to Indian Air Force.
Experts believe that Yak-130 is perfectly suited for important combat tasks like fighting
against terrorism, destruction of low-speed air and point ground targets.
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MULTIPLE SENSORS
ONE COMPLETE PICTURE

IMILITE – The total intelligence

picture with automated, integrated, ISR
processing and visualization for real-time
mission planning
• Seamless multi-source data integration
• Enhanced image processing and automation
• Comprehensive image intelligence reports
• Combines image, video and GIS data layers
• Mobile and stationary system configurations

1st time at Aero India
outdoor display:
RAFAEL’s complete solution
for Air Defense
www.rafael.co.il
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Rafael hopeful of
broadening reach in India

I

t is a sign of the deepening defence ties
with India that Israel has chosen to display
its might in a big way at AeroIndia 2013.
The state-of-the-art anti-missile systems that
have attracted worldwide attention for its
precision have evinced keen interest among
visitors at the aerospace exhibition. The
display includes the entire range of Rafael’s
air and missile systems. The integrated air and
defence systems include: Iron Dome, David’s
sling, Spider SR/MR, Derby and MIC4AD. Iron
Dome is an effective and innovative mobile
defence solution against short range rockets
and artillery shells.
In an interaction with Aeromag Asia at
the Exhibition grounds, Mr.Ravit Rudoy,
marketing Communiations Manager, Rafael,
talks about broadening partnerships with
India while skirting questions about the
perceived secrecy shrouding arms deals
with India and Israel’s involvement in the
development of drones by India:
Israel has a huge presence at AeroIndia.
What are the factors that led to this
development?
We are willing to cooperate more with India.
Our experience has been quite positive. India

rates Israel’s technological advancements
very high. We have dealings with all the three
services in India.
What are your new projects in India?
We have sold entire systems to India. We are
now involved in a huge programme with the
army. But I’m unable to disclose details.
Iron Dome has been in the news of late.
What according to you are its selling
points?
Iron Dome has proved its effectiveness in
destroying incoming missiles and rockets.
Since its deployment in 2011 it has destroyed
over 500 targets with 90 per cent success.
Several nations have shown interest in
acquiring this system.
Has India evinced any interest in
acquiring Iron Dome?
Yes. The talks are at a very preliminary stage.
What kind of partnerships do you foresee
in India?
We are looking for joint ventures to expand
our reach.

SLN Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Electronics Systems Design and Manufacturing
Founded in 1995. SLN is specialized in Electronics Systems Design, Development, Testing & Certification and
Manufacturing for Aerospace Industry Sector. SLN has been honored with National R&D Awards from Ministry
of MSME. Govt. of INDIA, ELCINA - DUN & Bradstreet and ELCINA-EFY.
Products Domain
ŸAvionics LRUs
ŸAutomated Test Equipments (ATE)
ŸSoftware Integration Rigs (SIR)
ŸGround Support Equipments (’I’, ‘O’ Level Testers)
ŸControl Systems
ŸInstrumentation
ŸElectronic Modules (SRUs)
Services
ŸEmbedded System Solutions
ŸBoard Design Solutions
ŸEmbedded Software Solutions
ŸIV&V
ŸIndigenisation
ŸRe-Engineering
ŸManufacturing

Expertise

Ÿ Interfaces: Analog, Discrete, RS 232/422/485,

SPILL, MIL1553B, ARINC429, ARINC717, Audio,
Video, Ethernet, USB.
Ÿ Bus Architectures: PCI, cPCI, VME, VME64X,
VPX, PXI, PMC, Custom Bus Architecture.
Ÿ Processors: PowerPC, DSP, ARM, FPGA .
Ÿ FPGA Design and Development.
Ÿ Software: VxWorks, Real Time Linux, LabVIEW.
Ÿ Hardware Process: DO 254, DO 160E.
Ÿ Software Process: DO178B, DOD2167A, IEEE
12207.

Please Visit us at HALL F3.8, Aero India 2013.

Cockpit Voice and Flight Data Recorder

Contact:
An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company
Horizon, 3rd Floor, No.1, Pai Layout, Old Madras Road, Bengaluru - 560016, India
Phone : +91 80 41718881 / 41718882 Fax : +91 80 41718883; Email : sales@slntech.com; Web: www.slntech.com
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Red Bull
Flying
Bulls at
Aero India

L

egends of the skies! Four
words that summarise what
the Flying Bulls are all about.
Not just the fleet, but – above all –
the crew. For the second time in
India, Red Bull brings passionate
pilots and technicians who truly
display the power of wings with
awe inspiring stunts up in the air.
Considered as one of the world’s
leading aerobatic display team from
the Czech Republic, the Flying Bulls
will be performing during the Aero
India-2013 show at Yelahanka Air
Force Base in Bangalore from 6th
February to 10th February and will
perform every day between 10 am
to 12 pm and 2 pm to 4pm.
Red Bull’s Flying Bulls, made
their debut performance at the
Aero India show in 2011, during
the Indian Air Force’s Surya Kiran
Aerobatic Team’s (SKAT) parting
performance. The four-member
team performs their stunt duties
on Zlin 50LX, a single-engine and
single-seater aircraft. The team
performs various aerobatic stunts in
the air, but has always been known
for their master move, which is the
Mirror Flight.
The team consists of excellent and
internationally renowned pilots,
Radka Machova (64), Jiri Saller (60),
Jirí Veprek (53) and Miroslav Krejci
(56), who together have logged
more than 35,000 flying hours
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HAL, CII sign technology
cooperation initiative at Aero India

H

industan Aeronautics Limited signed a technology
cooperation initiative with CII Institute of Quality to
enhance quality and competitiveness of its products and
services. “CII IQ will facilitate HAL in its quality journey towards
excellence”, according to CII.
The broad areas of this cooperation would cover development
of HAL corporate quality vision, quality measurement and award
system, action plans for improvements, integration of vendors and
partners into HAL quality system, training module for vendors,
integrated HAL quality systems and quality assurance organisational
restructuring. The initiative was inked by K Naresh Babu, Managing
Director, Bangalore Complex, HAL, and Greeta Varughese, Senior
Director & Head, CII IQ in the presence of N Kumar, Chairman, CII
IQ and Dr R K Tyagi, Chairman, HAL. This cooperation will be for a
period of three years to start with.
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First preliminary design of FGFA
successfully completed:Russia

T

he first preliminary design phase of the fifth generation fighter
aircraft programme has been successfully completed and work
on the multi-role transport aircraft (MTA) -- both Indo-Russian
joint projects -- is progressing on schedule, a key Russian official
said today. “In addition, the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile is to
be integrated by the Indian side into a Russian air platform”, Deputy
Director General of Rosoboronexport, Victor Komardin, told a press
conference at Aero India 2013. Rosoboronexport is the sole state
company in Russia authorised to export the full range of defence and
dual-use products, technologies and services. It is part of the Rostec
Corporation. Rosoboronexport is ranked among the leaders of the
global arms market and accounts for over 80 per cent of Russia’s annual
arms sales. Komardin said India and Russia would continue to discuss
the further modernisation of Sukhoi-30MKI fighter programme, which
would affect virtually all components of the aircraft.
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MC-21
Maximising Cash, Minimising Costs
Much passenger Care
More Clever ideas
The MC-21 Family philosophy is to combine the best experience and skills
from around the world. Cooperation with the world leading suppliers
makes MC-21 a true multinational project. The clean sheet designed aircraft
family provides 12—15 % operational cost reduction, eco-minded solutions
and new level of passenger care.
To learn more invite MC-21 team (sales@irkut.com).

www.irkut.com
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DRDO

EXPLORING NEW FRONTIERS IN
THE REALM OF CUTTING EDGE
DEFENCE TECHNOLOGIES
Making India Stronger
with 55 Years of
Innovation, Research &
Development dedicated
to the Nation
DRDO has placed India among elite
group of :
- 4 countries to have multi-level
Strategic Deterrence capabilities
- 5 countries to have its own Ballistic
Missile Defence (BMD) program
- 6 countries to have developed a
Nuclear – Powered Submarine
- 7 countries to have developed own
Main Battle Tank and 4th generation
Combat Aircraft.
DRDO has established 52 laboratories
with over 7500 scientists and around
20,000 support staff and exhaustive
infrastructure for testing and
comprehensive evaluation of weapon
systems and military equipment.
DRDO continues in its march over
path of excellence exploring new
frontiers in the realm of cutting edge
defence technologies.

DEFENCE RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION
Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India
www.drdo.gov.in
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An ISO 9000 Company
NABL-Accredited Laboratory

Gas Generator Actuator

CE Marked Products
Received
‘Defence Technology
Absorption Award’
from Prime Minister of India
Specialised Products
Propellant Grains
Pyrogen Igniters
Pyro Catridges
Pyro Actuators

Pyrocartridge

Smoke, Gas, IR and Flash Generators

Squibs
Explosive Bolts
CL-20
HNS - IV

Address
‘Premier House’, 11 Ishaq Colony
Near AOC Centre
Secunderabad – 500 015
Andhra Pradesh, India

Landline: +91 40 66146801-20
Fax: +91 40 27843431
Website: www.pelgel.com

Contact Persons
A.N.Gupta
Chairman & Managing Director
Mobile: +91 98496 45414,
email: ang@pelgel.com
T.V.Chowdary
Executive Director
Mobile: +91 98496 45406,
email: tvc@pelgel.com
Dr.N.V.S.Rao
Director (Production)
Mobile: +91 98496 45416,
email: drrao@pelgel.com
Vikram Mahajan
President (Business Development)
Mobile: +91 8897444567,
email: vikram@pel.pelgel.com
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Tear Gas Grenade

Explosive Bolts
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Yes ! We Can………

…..deliver a complete range
of
High Performance Aviation Lubricants
from

AVI-OIL INDIA [P] LTD.
A joint venture of Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd. and NYCO S.A. France
Fax: + 91-11-23357671, 23731226, e-mail: info@avi-oil.com, web: www.avi-oil.com
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The Business Promotion Agency of the State of Bavaria

Bavaria – The Economic Power Engine of Germany

India developing
Agni-VI ballistic
missile

D

RDO is developing a long-range nuclearcapable Agni-VI ballistic missile that
would carry multiple warheads allowing
one weapon system to take out several targets at
a time.
“Agni-V is major strategic defence weapon. Now
we want to make Agni-VI which would be a force
multiplier,” DRDO chief V K Saraswat said.
Refusing to divulge the range of the new underdevelopment missile, he said the force multiplier
capability of the missile would be because of
its Multiple Independently Targetable Re-entry
Vehicle (MIRV) capability.
The Agni-5 ballistic missile, which was test-fired in
April last year, has a range of upto 5,500 kms and
it is believed that the Agni-6 would have a range
longer than its predecessor.
“It will have force multiplier capability by the
MIRV approach which would enable us to deliver
many payloads at the same time using only one
missile.
“Work is on in this area and designs have been
completed. We are now in the hardware realisation
phase,” he said.
DRDO officials said once the Agni-6 is developed,
it would propel India into the elite club of nations
with such a capability including the US and Russia.
The DRDO chief said his organisation was also
working towards developing a cruise missile
defence programme which would enable the
armed forces to defend against low-flying cruise
missiles and enemy aircraft.

MIG 29 eyes more
customers in Asia, Africa
The Business Promotion Agency of the State of Bavaria

Bavaria’s skies are full of opportunities. The aerospace industry relies on co-operation and collaboration. Strong, reliable
partners with a high level of expertise are essential. In Bavaria you’ll find the right ingredients: a wealth of potential
partners and customers throughout the entire industry value chain, highly qualified personnel, and bavAIRia, the Bavarian aerospace cluster and networking initiative that connects industry, research institutions and public administrators.
If you want to be where the business is, please contact us. Our service is free of charge and confidential.
www.invest-in-bavaria.in
State of Bavaria – India Office
Invest in Bavaria
Prestige Meridian 2, Unit 1201
30 MG Road | Bangalore – 560 001, India
Tel.: +91 80 409 650-25/26
or: +91 80 412 476-82/81
director@invest-in-bavaria.in
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T

he Russian
Aircraft
Corporation
MIG is scouting for
more customers for
MIG 29 Aircraft in
Asia and Africa.
The Indian Air
Force is upgrading
its MIG 29 fleet with
Russian assistance
and it is the largest
Aircraft upgradation
programme undertaken by MIG, according to Mr
Mikhail T Globenko, the Corporation’s Deputy
Director General for Marketing.
“This is a deep upgradation with onboard
equipment, new radars, new weapon system and
structural modification”, he said. “HAL and BDL
are undertaking the upgradation work along with
some other private companies”.
As part of the upgradation contact, MIG
corporation will supply upgrade kit, addition spare
parts etc. No country could offer the price which
was offered by MIG for this upgradation, as India is
MIG’s valued customer, and India and Russia have a
strategic relationship, he said.
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IRKUT Corporation
expands its product line

O

ne of the main results of the recent
Indo-Russian summit was a signing
of a contract on supply to India
of 42 Su-30MKI in knockdown kits for their
assembling on the HAL’s facilities under the
IRKUT’s license. Later on, aircraft will joint the
IASF’s stable.
So, in middle-term perspectives, the total
number of Su-30MKI fighters will reach a
figure of 272. Out of this, 222 pieces will be of
the assembling on the HAL’s facilities in India.
As stated by Dr. R. K. Tyagi, the HAL’s CEO,
«one hundred fifty seven Indian vendors are
involved in providing 13,350 components of
the aircraft while another 19,450 components
are manufactured at HAL’s Nasik and Koraput
Divisions». The current cooperation with
India is positively perceived by Mr. Mr. Oleg
Demchenko, President, IRKUT Corp., as well.
“United Aircraft Corporation and IRKUT, as
its integral part, promote a number of joint
projects with Indian defence industries, who
have been progressing recently in a big way”.
The IRKUT’s boss says, that his Corporation has
already started the contract’s implementation
and plans to expand its cooperation within the
Su-30MKI programs in new areas. Among them
is, in particular, the overhauling of the IAF’s
Su-30MKIs, which were shipped to India in the
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first batches. Another area of activities, as Mr.
Demchenko emphasizes, is an envisaged upgradation of Su-30MKIs. Nowadays main aspects
of the project are being discussed by potential
participants, including Rosoboronexport State
Corp., IRKUT and Sukhoi Corp., the Su-30MKI’s
developer.
For the last year, IRKUT had got orders for
over 100 Su-30 family a/c. the IRKUT’s boss is
proud that in 2012 the Russian MoD ordered
60 Su-30SM fighters. Two of them were
delivered to the Russian AF at the end of 2012.
Until recently, the Su-30 family had been the
main ace in the IRKUT’s hands. But for the last
two years, the Corporation has managed to
diversify its military products’ line by Yak-130
combat trainer of the new generation. The
trainer had been exported by IRKUT Corp.
since 2011. The same year was signed up a
contract on supply of 55 a/c with the Russian
MoD. In December 2012 IRKUT Corp. shipped
to the Russian AF fifteen Yak-130s as it was
stipulated in the contract for the year 2012.
According to the statement of the Russian
MoD, the Yak-130’s big-scale acquisitions is
reasoned by a full-scale training of pilots of
fighters of «4++» and, in long-term, of «5»
generations. In this regard, Russian military
observers opine that trainers of previous

generations are is poorly suited for pilots’
training on super-agile fighters.
Mr. Demchenko notes that the IRKUT’s
designers work on increasing of the trainer’s
combat performances. It will get the roundthe-clock opto-electronic system, in-flight
refueling system and an on-board radar.
The IRKUT’s CEO says that a diversification
of the product line belongs to the Corp’s
priorities. Main expectations being made on
the MC-21 program, which is middle-range
narrow-body a/c of the new generation. The
MC-21’s maiden flight is scheduled for 2015,
while its entering into service – in 2017.
As stressed by Mr. Demchenko, in
comparison with existing air-liners, which
dominate on the present day market, MC-21

a/c provide more than 20% reduction in fuel
consumption. By now IRKUT has managed
to form up the order book, which is quite
sufficient for this stage of the Program. It
contains over 250 orders, out of which 185 are
the firm ones plus options to them. To noted,
the MC-21’s first operators will be companies
of Aeroflot Group, the Russian national carrier.
It should be noted that at India
Aviation’2012 in Hyderabad this March,
IRKUT Corp. presented the MC-21’s full-scale
mock-up for Indian aviation companies.
Their representatives outlined the plane’s
passengers-friendly environment. In the
IRKUT’s presentation paper one may note that
in terms of on-board comforts, the narrowbody MC-21 may be close to the wide-body

airliners of Boeing и Airbus.
The IRKUT’s chief says that one of the
main prerequisites of the MC-21 program’s
success is its international character. The
Program’s team incorporates a few leading
companies of United Aircraft Corporation
and such multinationals like Pratt&Whitney
Corp., the air engines manufacturer, who
will be supplying its PW1400G air engine
and Zodiac Comp., the French producer of
a/c systems and interiors.Mr. Demchenko
outlines that IRKUT will be only pleased to
collaborate within the MC-21 Program with
Indian manufacturers as well, keeping in
mind the joint expertise in development such
complex and successful military Program like
Su-30MKI.
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PARTNERSHIP
competence. reliability.
The aerospace industry is one of the most advanced industries of all
time. High-tech, know-how, and quality hardly have such a distinctive
share in any other business line. Our true partnership, high competence, and recognized reliability are key factors for your success.
As a partner of cabin integration and a first tier supplier for avionic
solutions, we offer a broad variety of systems and components which
benefit the aerospace industry.
OEMs and airlines all around the world value and trust our long-standing experience in equipping platforms from the cockpit to the cabin.
www.diehl-aerosystems.com
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